BlinkyTile - Light Sculpture Kit
PRODUCT ID: 2418



Description
BlinkyTile is a system of LED lights on pentagonal tiles for creating dynamic light sculptures in any shape
you can imagine!
Our friends at Blinkinlabs are at it again with the BlinkyTile Light Sculpture Kit! Each BlinkyTile has
one individually controllable, multi-color LED, and the solder pads form both the physical and electrical
connections between the lights. They can be soldered together to form any shape you can imagine.
Each set of BlinkyTiles comes with a controller programmed with several special light animation modes to
make your project look awesome. But it's not a one-trick pony: this controller will also connect to pattern
editor software that allows you to easily make your own animations in a simple drawing program. Their
software will even let you create sound-reactive sculptures!
Features:
o
o
o
o
o
o

Supports hundreds of individually-addressable tiles
Single USB connector for power and control - just like BlinkyTape!
Make patterns easily with the graphical pattern editor
Program your own - powered by the same chips as Arduino boards
Open Source Hardware - for total control and infinite possibilities
RGB LEDs out the wazoo!

Kit includes:
o
o
o
o
o

PCB Panel with 14 BlinkyTiles
14 snap-in Light Diffusers
Lightbuddy LED controller
LED data cable
USB Cable

This kit does NOT include a soldering iron, solder, nor tape, but check out our soldering section of the
store if you need anything!



Technical Details
o
o
o

Assembly Instructions http://blinkinlabs.com/blinkytile/blinkytile-assembly/
Dimensions (of one BlinkyTile): 50mm x 47mm x 3mm / 2" x 1.9" x 0.1"
Weight (of one BlinkyTile): 3.5g

Engineered in NYC Adafruit ®

BlinkyTile Assembly

Assembling your BlinkyTile just takes a bit of soldering. Let’s have a look at
the procedure for building a the dodecahedron ball.
Before we get started, let’s set some ground rules.
Well, there’s really only one rule: line up all five pads between the two tiles
you’re soldering.

Note that you’ll need to solder all five pads before turning on your sculpture –
but more on that later.
Let’s start building our blinkyball.

First, snap the tiles out of the PCB panel.

If there are any sharp edges be sure to clip them off or use a file to remove
them.

Next, we’ll get the adapter board ready – this is the board on the corner of the
PCB that connects your sculpture to the wires it needs for power.

Find one of the small 4-pin connectors and put it in place for soldering. Be sure
to put it on the right side – you’ll cover up the white lettering screened on the
board.

Then just solder in place. See how the back of the PCB is blank here? Make
sure you can’t see the lettering.

Now we’re going to start soldering the BlinkyTiles together. The easiest way to
do this is to tape the first three tiles together at the correct angle, like this.

Once the tape is in place, just make one solder joint on each side as you build
up the sculpture.
Note: you have a big decision to make here – should the lights go in or out?
Luckily, there’s no wrong answer.

Here’s a photo of one with the lights pointed in – great for shadows.

It gets easier as add more tiles. You can still use tape to hold new tiles in place.

Note how this builder has soldered just the end pads on each side – then at the
end, she’ll go back and fill in the rest of the connections.

The last soldering step is to add the adapter board (remember the one we put
that connector on?)
After that, you can just snap in the wire that connects the sculpture to the
controller board and plug everything in to USB!

Last, if you have diffusers, snap them in place, and you’re good to go!
If you’re building a larger light sculpture, don’t worry: just build up to
something larger, using the same techniques you see here!
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